
 

 

The Paradise Fire, Revisited 
For an excellent backgrounder on the disastrous Paradise, California 
wildfire in 2018 and the cause of the blaze, please see this article from The 
California Sunday Magazine: 
https://tinyurl.com/Paradise-Fire-Lessons 
____________________ 
 
Wildfires: "Exit Strategy" Means Survival 
 
By Pete Douglas, Special to Riptide, August 14, 2019 
 
Facing increasing numbers of monster wildfires throughout the arid western 
United States, residents in mountainous areas and heavily wooded, brush-
filled suburbs need to adopt "best escape practices" to avoid disaster. 
 
The 1991 Oakland firestorm that killed 25 people and destroyed more than 
3,000 residences in that city's suburban hills presaged the 2018 Camp Fire 
in Paradise that killed 86 and the fatal 2017 Tubbs Fire in Santa Rosa. In 
all these cases and numerous others, fatalities could have been reduced or 
even totally prevented by residents and authorities doing advance planning 
and preparation, as well as practicing "ways of escape." 
 
Residential defense against wildfires starts with basic steps, such as 
installing fireproof roofing material. With enough heat, supposedly fire-
resistant asphalt shingles burn quite easily, while those popular, lovely 
shake roofs ignite like seasoned kindling—which they are! Outside 
sprinklers on roofs are essential, along with a minimum 100-foot-wide zone 
around the house, space permitting, free of all brush and trees. The tinder-
dry West is not the place for lush vegetation cozily snuggling up around 
that quaint dream house. Do that in Maine. 
 
With a fast-moving monster fire like Paradise, that "small stuff" amounts to 
pissing into a hurricane. The only realistic preparation for a wildfire 
consists of making arrangements for a fast escape. And unless you 
always keep belongings loaded on a truck ready to roll, to hell with 
everything in the house. Leave it behind. Don't even spend another few 
minutes digging out those wedding and kid photos. (Better: Back up 
everything off-site.) You can always replace "stuff" but not lives! 
 



 

 

In any wildfire-prone area, develop a solid "exit strategy." In fact, that 
applies to most aspects of life! Rather than an admission of irrational fear 
or not wanting to look like "Chicken Little," creating and practicing an exit 
strategy shows good sense. Commercial airline pilots are trained in their 
simulators to scan constantly, almost subconsciously, for possible 
emergency landing spots: open fields, highways, and even water, as we 
saw in the "miracle of the Hudson" Airbus river landing in 2009. 
 
Whenever I check into a hotel, even before opening my suitcase, I walk the 
hallway to every fire exit, counting my steps, counting doorways from mine 
to the exit, and noting low-level "landmarks" probably not obscured by 
smoke. I always check the stairway doors: Do they automatically lock, 
preventing re-entry to my floor if the stairwell becomes impassable? Where 
do those stairs lead? I take each one all the way down and test the outside 
door. Typically, where are the "exit" signs and "exit this way" arrow signs 
throughout the hotel typically located, so I know where to look in a panic, 
half asleep at 3 a.m.? I also call the front desk: Do they answer promptly? If 
not, I immediately go down there and find out why. Only then do I unpack! 
 
For years, perhaps blinded by the area's heavily wooded natural beauty, 
most Paradise residents failed to recognize the fire danger threatening their 
little "slice of heaven"—a giant, enclosed box of dry tinder subject to freak 
mountain winds, where even a tiny fire could quickly explode into 
uncontrollable deadly proportions, feeding itself with firestorm-generated 
winds exceeding 100 miles per hour—as, in fact, happened. 
 
In 1982, my wife and I moved to a similarly wild environment in the Santa 
Cruz Mountains south of San Francisco, a mile off Skyline Boulevard in 
what was technically La Honda. We rented a wooden A-frame house 
surrounded by trees and dense brush in the Mid-Peninsula Regional Open 
Space District. The house sat at the top of a box canyon carved by Peters 
Creek running to the Pacific, the twin of Stevens Creek that runs the other 
direction into San Francisco Bay. Our nearest neighbor was another mile 
away, far down into the “wildlands” below us. 
 
The narrowing shape of the canyon below the house frequently caused a 
"venturi effect" updraft, regularly accelerating coastal breezes up to 50 
miles an hour and more. The area around our rental house and down into 
the canyon was full of trees and dry brush, including manzanita bushes. 
 



 

 

Realizing my "newbie" status in the wilds, I researched possible dangers, 
including wildfires and lightning strikes. I learned from a park ranger, in a 
"fully involved" fire, the oily leaves and branches of manzanitas don't just 
burn—they explode, spreading flames and burning cinders far and wide to 
other manzanitas, dry brush, and trees. At that point, you'd better not be 
there. 
 
Despite the frightening realization that we were sitting in the middle of a 
huge tinderbox, we were confident we could plan an escape from any fire. 
Foolish? The stunning beauty of the area, combined with confidence in our 
preparations, overcame any fears, but also put us to work. Our realization: 
There is no “small” wildfire. We must escape from any size of fire. 
 
We recognized the danger we were in, but acted before anything 
happened. A California Division of Forestry (CDF) fire station, manned 
24/7, was three miles away near Route 9 at the Saratoga Gap. I introduced 
myself to the crew there and explained that we wanted to prepare for any 
possible wildfire. They gave us advice and applauded our efforts, although 
offering little comfort about a major canyon fire. In that case, they said, the 
best they could do would be to aid our escape down into "the flats." With 
our high, wide-open view all the way to the Pacific Ocean 12 air miles 
away, we agreed to act as unofficial CDF fire spotters. 
 
Our resolve: "The second we smell any wildfire odor, it's time to get out 
now." From the rangers, we learned about the incredible speed of wildfires, 
and knew we had to practice getting out within five minutes via the only 
road to our place, taking nothing but the clothes on our backs and driving 
like a bat out of hell to safety in Silicon Valley via one of the four downhill 
escape routes. Similarly, many Paradise residents did manage to escape 
down to Chico in the valley, but succeeded with no planning and a lot of 
luck. 
 
From our house, we practiced our mile-long escape route to the main gate. 
In case the large chain lock failed and trapped the car as the flames 
approached—you can't outrun a massive, fast-moving wildfire on foot—I 
bought and always kept in the trunk the largest bolt cutter I could find, three 
feet long and able to cut through pretty much anything. To be certain it 
would work, I successfully tested it on a scrap of identical chain. 
 



 

 

If one of us were away and the other still at home, we designated Alice's 
Restaurant in "Skylonda" 10 miles to the north as a possible "safe spot," so 
one of us wouldn't foolishly enter the burning area near the house, 
desperately looking for the other. In case both of us were away when a fire 
broke out and the entire area was closed, we agreed to meet at the bar in 
Harry's Hofbräu down in Redwood City. At that point, only lots of booze 
would do! 
 
We studied under what circumstances we’d try to rescue our two aptly 
named cats Laurel and Hardy—or not, despite the heartbreak. People in 
Paradise, Oakland, Santa Rosa, and in many other fires died trying to save 
Puss In Boots and Fido. Sorry, but that's just dumb. We agreed we’d rather 
spend a lifetime feeling crummy about our pets' terrible deaths than have 
no lifetime at all, so in our "bug out" practice, we gave ourselves just five 
minutes to catch them and get them into the cat carrier, but not a painful 
second longer. 
 
"Wildland" residents must have instant, 24/7 access to vital fire 
information. The lack of up-to-the-minute data during the Paradise fire and 
in similar major ones cost people their lives. When living in a wildland area, 
residents must obtain direct-dial inside landline phone numbers and the 
personal cell numbers of officials who can help, along with police and 
helicopter-based "medevac" services. Forget 911, 1-800, and general-info 
numbers. Additionally, an emergency-contact list should include names, 
locations and available hours, along with brief descriptions of rescue 
capabilities. Cell phones and computers fail too easily, so also print out the 
copies of the information on paper, carried in wallet and glove 
compartment. 
 
In emergencies like fires and earthquakes, entire cellular systems 
regularly fail. These days, more and more people use only wireless, 
having disconnected their landline service long ago. If rural residents have 
only cell phones, they should also try to get "hard" landlines. The old Bell 
"central office" wired systems, often using fire- and earthquake-resistant 
underground cables, are remarkably durable when stressed by natural 
events. 
 
Even in extended power outages, rural "telco" landlines are backed up by 
generators and huge banks of batteries in central offices downtown. In 
contrast, many cell sites have only 24 or 48 hours of battery backup and 



 

 

limited generator capacity, and are often deep in mountainous backcountry 
where they can easily be wiped out by Paradise-size firestorms. 
 
In the Santa Cruz Mountains in the 1980s before cell phones, we were 
totally dependent on landlines. Luckily for us, Pacific Bell had, years earlier 
in the "pre-AT&T divestiture" era, laid underground copper-wire lines to 
thousands of isolated rural California residents like us, something today's 
fiber-based Internet companies rarely do. (Today's "AT&T" is not your 
father's AT&T!) Many of those legacy telco landline systems are still in 
place, and residents should connect to them whenever possible. 
 
The communications rule for wildland residents: Avoid calling 911 or 
1-800 numbers. In an emergency, they're swamped, and their city-based 
operators often have no clue about the realities of rural life. When we first 
moved out there, I was worried about some suspicious "druggie" types 
blocking our access gate, our only entrance or exit. I left my car on Skyline, 
walked the mile home, and called 911 to ask for a CHP or sheriff 
investigation. The 911 operator insisted, "I don't know exactly where that is, 
and anyway, I don't think we even go up there." Before slamming down my 
Bell phone, my angry response was, "I've got my landlord's 1982 San 
Mateo County tax receipt that says cops definitely do go up here!" Giving 
up on Miss Clueless, I went back to the gate to "encourage" my new 
scumbag "friends" to move along. As usual out there, unlike "city slickers," 
you often have to rely on yourself to solve problems, whether natural or 
manmade. 
 
And then there was our power company, Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), 
whose 1-800 number often reverts to a recording with a cheerful voice 
chirping, "We can't take your call now, but leave your number and we'll call 
you back within 30 minutes!" Thanks, folks—by that time, we'll be either 
gone or dead! 
 
[Belatedly reacting to the investigation showing that its defective equipment 
caused the Paradise fire, PG&E has notified its customers of its "Wildfire 
Alert" number and website: (866) 743-6589; pge.com/mywildfirealrerts. 
Better late than never.] 
 
Back in our "mountain days" one summer night at 3 a.m., we both sat bolt 
upright in bed, frightened by the strong smell of wildfire smoke pouring 
through our open windows. Within five minutes, we were ready to roll—both 



 

 

cats happened to be inside after their night patrols and, as always, the cat 
carrier was handy. 
 
Just before getting out of there, I called our local CDF station's inside line 
for confirmation on the location, size, and direction of the fire that would 
affect our escape. I immediately got through to the night officer, who 
assured me the surprisingly powerful smoke smell was coming from a 
wildfire 200 miles to the north, a rare atmospheric fluke at our 2,300-foot 
elevation, so there was no danger. Getting that information via 911 would 
have taken many minutes, assuming we'd been connected to the correct 
office at all, while sitting in fear and ignorance or needlessly bugging out. 
 
But we'd been ready and were satisfied with our "escape performance." 
With the adrenaline rush preventing us from getting back to sleep, we got 
up for the day and, with lots of coffee, had an early breakfast, enjoyed with 
great relief! 
 
### 


